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Abstract

1. Introduction

This paper reports an experimental study results carried out on
design and fresh properties of Fibre Reinforced Self Compacting
Concrete (FRSCC). The achievement of this aim, a control selfcompacting concrete (SCC) and 24 FRSCCs were designed
applying fresh concrete properties tests. In the design of
FRSCC, 4 steel and 2 polypropylene synthetic fibres were used
in different lengths and aspect ratios. These fibres were used
as single and in combination with 2 and 4 of those fibres. In this
way, not only the effect of single fibre and the synergy effect
of hybrid fibres but also the size concentration effect of fibres
had different dimensional properties in total fibre volume were
investigated. In the design process, Portland cement was used
as a binder and waste fly ash was used as a powder material.
Fresh properties of all designed concretes were determined
by slump-flow, V-funnel and L-box tests. The test results
showed concrete mixes including macro fibres gave the lower
fresh concrete properties. On the other hand, hybrid FRSCCs
composed of micro fibres gave the better fresh properties.
The best results obtained from SCCs (without any fibre) for all
fresh test conditions. An improvement was observed on fresh
concrete properties with decreasing fibres length and aspect
ratio in the mixes used single fibres. Another improvement was
observed on fresh concrete properties when the concentration
of fibres which are so long and have high level of aspect ratios
in total fibres volume was decreased in the mixes designed
with hybrid fibres.

The invention of SCC is one of the groundbreaking improvements

Key words: Fresh properties, Hybrid fibre, Self-compacting
concrete.

resistance and chloride penetration etc. Sahmaran et al. [10]

in the concrete technology. There are numerous studies on
SCC. Although fibre reinforced concrete (FRC) is old concrete
technology, its usages together with SCC constitute new
kind of composite material between the special concretes.
Even though most of existing SCC studies in the literature is
generally on new concrete design, studies about FRSCC are
rather new and limited. SCC properties can be improved for
more possible applications with the usege of different type,
shape, and strength of ﬁbres. Therefore, an important point has
arisen which is vital. The point is to identify the effect of ﬁbres
inclusion on workability properties of SCC [1]. On the other
hand, because concrete is complex material, its structure has
multiple-phase. The structure of concrete includes calciumsilicate-hydrate (c-s-h) gel in scale of micron and fine/coarse
aggregate in scale of millimetre and centimetre. It is not
possible to expect improvements in all phases using only one
type fibre in concrete structure including complex phases [24]. FRC produced using fibre types including different shape
and dimensional properties instead of single fibre will give
higher engineering advantages and more serviceable abilities
[5]. During last three decades, usage of FRC has continuously
increased and remarkable improvements have been observed
[6-8]. Özkul et al. [9] explained basic principle and properties
of SCC afterwards investigated some SCC durability properties
for instance water absorption and permeability, carbonation
investigated the workability properties of hybrid FRSCC and
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Figure 1. Fibres used in the study: a) Polypropylene macro fibre b) Polypropylene micro fibre, c) High carbonated straight micro
steel fibre, d)Steel macro fibre 1, e) Steel macro fibre 2, f) Steel macro fibre 3 [12]

declared that SCC in comparison with FRC was a relatively
new kind of concrete technology due to its advantages as flow
ability. Moreover, they reported that fibre volume, length and
aspect ratios had a quantifiable effect on workability properties
of hybrid FRSCC while shape and surface roughness of fibres
had importance but their effect could not be clarified based
on their research parameters. Corinaldesi and Moriconi [11]
worked on durable FRSCC to produce thin precast elements.
In the manufacturing process, they used steel fibre instead
of ordinary steel-reinforcement mesh. They conducted out
compressive and flexural strength tests besides durability
tests such as freezing-thawing, carbonation etc.
In the developing countries like Turkey, concrete material is
generally used in construction systems having generally big
capacity and complexity. That kind of construction design is
under the big risk in terms of earthquake and similar disaster
menace [4]. In considering market demand, earthquake and
resembling disasters, using of those two different special
concrete in one, will constitute FRSCC giving wider technical
advantages and more economical benefits. Another issue
is that the development and acceptance of the appropriate
methods for environment protection in all industry branches
has been coerced by the gaining acceleration of the sustainable
improvements containing also construction industry. Therefore,
the aim of this paper is to present designed as a new special
concrete type eliminating each other’s negative features
in both fresh and hardened situations, and having better
engineering properties. Moreover, the high rate of fly ash usage
will provide advantages such as energy and cost saving, ecofriendly design in terms of sustainability [12].

2. Methodology
2.1. Materials and Experimental test set-up
CEM I 42.5 Class N, which was provided by Elazig in Turkey
was used in this study. Fly ash was obtained from Kangal
Power Plant in Sivas in Turkey. The specific gravity, blaine and
fce values of Portland cement and fly ash are 3382 cm2/gr, 3.10
gr/cm3, 51.7 N/mm2 and 1343 cm2/gr, 2.50 gr/cm3, 18.1 N/mm2,
respectively. Total powder ratio of all designed mixtures was
17.3% in the mix proportion (see Table 3). Fly ash constituted
approximately 35% of total powder by volume. The fine and
coarse aggregates which are used were natural obtained from
Palu/Elazığ in Turkey. The physical properties of natural fine
and coarse aggregates are also given Table 1. In the study, high
performance third generation hyper-plasticiser was used as a
chemical addition. That chemical product has provided both
high level of water decreasing and long-time of workability
[13]. Chemical structure of hyper-plasticiser is polymer based
modified poly-carbocsilat and has 1.10 kg/l of density. Steel
fibres and polypropylene synthetic fibres were used in the
study. The physical appearance and properties of all fibres
(S1, S2, S3, S4, P1 and P2) are shown Figure1 and Table 2,
respectively.

Table 1. Physical Properties of Aggregates
Physical Properties

Natural Aggregates
Coarse

Fine

Specific gravity (kg/dm )

2.71

2.65

Los Angeles test (500 rev. %)

11.6

-

Water absorption (%)

1.15

1.18

3
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Table 2. Physical properties of used fibres
Spes.gr. kg/
dm3

Length
(mm)

Equi.Dia. (mm) Aspect Ratio

Tensile
Strenght

Geometry

400

Waved

400

Str. fibrillated

Polypropylene Fibres
a) Synmix

0.92

55

0.80

b) Duomix

0.92

13

22 micron

c) OL6/.16

7.17

6

0.15

40

2000

Straight

d) Dramix RC 80/60 BN

7.85

60

0.75

80

Min 1050

Hookend

70

Steel Fibres

e) Dramix RC 65/35 BN

7.85

35

0.55

64

Min 1150

Hookend

f) Dramix ZP 305

7.85

30

0.55

55

Min 1100

Hookend

In this study, Slump-flow (T500 and flowing diameter), V-funnel
and L-box tests were applied to be able to design FRSCC
and control SCC mixes. L-box test was separately performed
to assess passing ability with 1, 2, 3 rebars and without any
rebar for fibres having high length. In considering previous
studies and suggestions from those studies, L-box tests were
applied as mentioned above [14-17]. Flexural tensile strength
test is also performed after 28-day water curing to be able to
observe effects on fresh and hardened states of concretes with
changing fibre inclusion.
2.2. Mixing scenario
324

In the mix design, those fibres were used firstly as single and
secondly as hybrid in different percentages combination of
macro and micro; steel and polypropylene fibres. In the first
group of hybrid combinations, every single fibre was used
together with smaller one than it at the percentage of 50%50% by weight. In the second group of hybrid combinations,
75% of smaller fibres were used together with 25% of longer
fibres. Through this way, decreasing of longer fibres intensities
in the mix volume was aimed to improve fresh properties of

designed concretes. In the last group of hybrid combination,
while four steel fibres were used together in combination of
25% by weight (serie no 23) two steel and two polypropylene
were used together (serie no 24). Of course lastly, a control
SCC (K) was also designed to compare with FRSCCs results.
The details related to fibre incorporation and mix designs are
given in Table 3-4,respectively.
2.3. Computerized Mixture design and Optimisation
Appropriate fibre inclusion series were chosen from
experimentally designed concrete to obtain data array.
Therefore, 21 of 24 experimentally designed concrete series
were selected suitable data array to be able to computerize.
A commercial statistical program was used
to analyse
the chosen data. In this program, “Mixture Designs Toolbar”
was used to input experiment variables (S1-S4 and P1) and
matching result (V-funnel and slump flow time, slump flow
diameter, L-box test; and 28-day Flexural strength test) to
them. After all data input to program, they were analysed.
Result was presented in Figure 3 and Table 8.

Table 3. Designed concrete series and their fibre inclusion*
Fibre lengths and aspect ratios Fibres coded

Serie no
1

Designed Concrete Series
Fibre inclusion
Serie no
%100 S1
13

Fibre inclusion
%50S3+%50S4

2

%100 S2

14

%50P1+%50S4

3

%100 S3

15

%25S1+%75S2

60 mm,80 (macro fibre)

S1

4

%100 S4

16

%25S1+%75S3

35 mm,64 (macro fibre)

S2

5

%100 P1

17

%25S1+%75S4

30 mm,55 (macro fibre)

S3

6

%100 P2

18

%25S2+%75S3

6 mm, 40 (micro fibre)

S4

7

%200 P2

19

%25S2+%75S4

55 mm,70 (macro fibre)

P1

8

%50 S1+%50 S2

20

%25S3+%75S4

13 mm, - (micro fibre)

P2

9

%50S1+%50S3

21

%25P1+%75S3

10

%50S1+%50S4

22

%25P1+%75S4

11

%50S2+%50S3

23

%25x(S1+S2+S3+S4)

12

%50S2+%50S4

24

%25x(S3+S4+P1+P2)

* Series 25 is designed as the control SCC mix without any fibre
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Table 3. Mix proportions of control SCC and FRSCC (%)
Series no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25*

Cement
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3

Fly Ash
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Water
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Fine agr.
32.65
32.63
32.62
32.60
32.65
32.91
32.87
32.64
32.64
32.60
32.62
32.60
32.60
32.60
32.63
32.63
32.60
32.63
32.60
32.60
32.63
32.60
32.63
32.62
32.95

Coarse agr.
29.41
29.43
29.44
29.40
29.40
29.75
29.70
29.42
29.42
29.44
29.44
29.44
29.44
29.43
29.43
29.43
29.41
29.43
29.41
29.41
29.43
29.41
29.43
29.45
29.75

Fibre
0.64
0.64
0.64
0.70
0.65
0.065
0.13
0.64
0.64
0.66
0.64
0.66
0.66
0.67
0.64
0.64
0.68
0.64
0.68
0.68
0.64
0.68
0.65
0.63
-

Hp**
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.10
1.15
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1

*Control SCC (K).
**Hyper- Plasticiser have been added to mixes based on cement percentage.

3. Results and Discussions
Fresh concrete properties of all designed mixes including control
mix were given in Table 4-7. In the tables, roman numerals (I,
II, III) indicate that how many rebar was used for L-box test.
The character “Ø” point out the experiment performed without
any rebar in L-box test. Table 4 shows fresh properties of
singly designed FRSCCs and control concrete while others
present hybrid-FRSCC properties. The descriptive information
about mix design and fibre inclusion for all designed concrete
is presented in Table 2 and 3. As a general result, usage of
smaller fibres in the single-FRSCC mix design and decreasing of
the long fibres volume in the hybrid-FRSCC mix design resulted
an improvement on the fresh properties of FRSCC. This result
indicates the similar point with Yazıcı et al. [18]. As can be seen
from the Table 4-7, slump-flow diameters of all concrete series
changed between 610-745 mm. These results are in class SF1
and SF2 meaning to be good enough for flow-ability and fillingability based on EFNARC [15].
Singly designed FRSCC series were presented in Table 4 in
comparison with control SCC. Of course the best results were
obtained from the control SCC mix design without fibres while
the worst obtained from the series 1 and 5 including the
longest steel and polypropylene fibres. Although they had
good enough slump (flow, T500) and V-funnel test results, their
L-box tests gave the worst results between the single-FRSCC

because fibres caused the blockage behind the rebar. This
result indicated that if so long fibres are used in the concrete
mix design, the distances of between the reinforcement re-bars
have to longer than used fibre length. On the other hand, the
best results were obtained from the mix design used the micro
steel and polypropylene fibres (series 4 and 6). Decreasing
of 50% the fibre length and 30% fibre aspect ratio caused
35% average improvement of the fresh properties. Moreover,
decreasing of 90% the fibre length and 50% fibre aspect ratio
brought 40% average improvement of the fresh properties.
But, only fibre length and aspect ratio do not affect the fresh
properties. Even if micro fibre was used in the design, if fibre
volume fraction is increased, the fresh properties decrease.
When the mix 6 including 100% P2 micro fibre is compared
to mix 7 having 200% of P2 micro fibre inclusion, that point is
confirmed. Thus, hybrid-FRSCCs were designed by decreasing
macro fibre volume fraction and keeping constant of total fibre
ratio.
Three groups of hybrid-FRSCC mix combinations were
designed. In the first combination, every single macro fibre was
used together with fibres smaller than it at the percentage of
50%-50% by weight. Secondly, 25% of macro fibres were used
together with 75% of smaller one. As for the last group, it is
made up from 25% of four different fibres (please see Table
2). Through this way, volume fractions of macro fibres were
decreased to optimize the fresh properties in the hybrid-FRSCC
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design. Table 5 shows the fresh properties test results of

K. From the results, it was recognised that the decreasing of

first combination. As can be seen from the Table 5, all results

the fibre length and aspect ratio in the single mix design and

acquired from the FRSCCs and SCC series are appropriate

decreasing of the long fibre volume fraction in the hybrid mix

according to EFNARC classification [15]. Except series 8,9 and

design led to dramatically fall of the flexural tensile strength.

14, segregation and blocking were not seen in the application

As mentioned earlier, singly long fibre using in the mix has

of L-box test. But it can be understood to be an unavoidable

led to big losses of fresh properties. Moreover, smaller fibre

result if rebar spaces in the L-box and fibre length used in these

usage is bringing better fresh properties while it is causing to

series are considered. According to blockage ratios in the Table

obtain worse flexural tensile strength results. These are not

5, satisfying results could not be obtained from the hybrid mix

desired results in terms of fibre reinforced concrete technology.

series 8, 9 and 14 for L-box test with III and II re-bars. On the

Because of hybrid FRSCC design, both the problems in fresh

other hand, series 14 gave better blockage ratio results than

concrete condition were achieved and also flexural strength

series 8 and 9. It is clearly seen from the Table 5 that 50%

properties of designed concretes were improved [19].

decreasing of the long fibres fraction in the total volume of
the hybrid-FRSCC mix caused big development on the fresh
properties tests. The fresh properties of second hybrid-FRSCCs
group are shown Table 6. If all tables are investigated together,
it is understood clearly that the best fresh properties were
obtained from this group. Even L-box test gave the best result
at the stage of three rebar tests. Only series 15 is under the 0.80
blockage ratio limit although it is very close to that limitation.
Moreover, when the Tables 4-7 are examined altogether, it is
noticed that the fresh properties of the hybrid-FRSCC given
in Table 6 are closer to control SCC mix design results. In the
Tables 5-6, while long fibres intensities in the total volume of
hybrid mix designs are decreased in the rates of 75% and 50%
326

in the mix designs, in some ways, small fibres intensities are
decreased in the mix designs of 23 and 24 presented in Table
7. When Table 7 is compared to the others, hence, it is seen
that the fresh properties of 23 and 24 series were affected
negatively. Nonetheless, an improvement was obtained in the
fresh properties of the mix design 23, since that mix included
25% longest fibre and the rest of the smaller and micro fibres.
As for the mix design 24, because it was include the longest
and the thickest polypropylene fibre, the fresh properties of
it were affected negatively, as well. Besides, because of its
wave shape and using with other fibres brought decreasing of
the fresh properties, except V-funnel test. The high proportion
usage of P2 coded fibre in the mix designs reduced the viscosity
of the designed concrete by clinging to other fibres together
with cement paste. Through this way, it stimulated the
congestion and blocking risk between the re-bars.
The results obtained from flexural tensile strength tests for
FRSCCs and K (SCC) for 28-curing days is given in Figure 2.
In Figure 2, it is seen that series including longer fibres have
the better flexural tensile strength results of FRSCCs in single
design. Besides, the best results were obtained from the series
1 for single design and series 10 for hybrid design. On the other
hand, series 1 showed the worst fresh properties while series
10 showed better results. In all concrete groups, the lowest
flexural tensile strength value was obtained from the series

It is not easy to decide which design is the best, optimal and
desired one between the 24-FRSCCs. As mentioned above,
while macro and long fibres are developing the flexural
strength, they are causing the problems for fresh properties.
Similarly, smaller and micro fibres are triggering the good
workability and fresh properties, but they are not bringing the
desired strength property. If all presented data investigate
altogether, it is understood that there is a complex problem.
A special program was used to solve that optimal mixture
design problem and presented the results in Figure 3 and Table
8. In the figure and table, abbreviations of VFT, SFT, SFD, LB
and FSTR-28d were used for V-funnel time, Slump-flow time,
Slump-flow diameter, L-box and Flexural Strength at 28-day,
respectively. Figure 3 points out optimization result of all data
while Table 8 presents summary information of Figure 3 for
clear understanding. If have a close look Table 8 and Figure
3 together with other result obtained experimental result
tables, it is observed that the best inclusion percentages and
responses were achieved. According the results the best mix
design is the series 19 which is hybridised mix with macro S2
and micro S4 steel fibres. Moreover, with using that kind of
software, unperformed experimental mixture design results
can also predicted.
The last point needing to discuss is sustainability properties
of this study. In the study, 150kg/m3 of waste fly ash was used
as a powder material in all designed mixtures. This usage ratio
(35% by volume) brought an economical benefit. On the other
hand, it is well known that it is a worthless waste material.
High volume usage of that material provided decreasing of
cement consumption at the same time CO2 emission. Through
this way, a waste material was returned to industry and an
eco-friendly construction material was designed.
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Table 4 Fresh concrete properties of control SCC and singly designed FRSCC

Table 5. Fresh concrete properties of control SCC and hybrid-FRSCC (50% macro + 50% micro)
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Tablo 6 Fresh concrete properties of control SCC and hybrid-FRSCC (25% macro + 75% micro)

Tablo 7 Fresh concrete properties of control SCC and hybrid-FRSCC (4 x 25%)
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Figure 2. Flexural tensile strength of all concrete series at the age of 28-day.
Table 8. Summary of predicted optimum mixture design
Optimum Mixture design for fibre components
0%-S1, 24%-S2, 0%-S3, 76%-S4, 0%-P1
VFT (sn.)
SFT (sn.)
SFD (mm)
LB
FSTR-28d (N/mm2)

Predicted Responses
9.9
1.9
736.4
0.85
7.53

Desirability (%)
97.33
98.31
99.30
99.64
88.44
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Figure 3. Predicted optimum mixture design.

4. Concluding Remarks
In the series designed with singly fibre usage; fibre length,
aspect ratio and the changing of the fibre volume friction in
the total fibre volume caused the affecting of fresh concrete
properties. While the best fresh concrete properties were
obtained from the series 4 including singly steel micro fibre,
FRSCCs designed with hybrid fibres also showed good and
closer fresh properties results to series 4. The usage of longer
fibre length than 35mm brought about performance loss of
fresh concrete properties.
Generating hybrid fibre mixes using macro fibres together with
micro fibre in the total fibre volume, an improvement was
observed on fresh properties because of decreasing the fibre
volume friction which is longer and has larger aspect ratio.
L-box test was performed with 3, 2, 1 re-bars and without
any re-bar in the series including macro fibres. As a result,
increasing of the distances between the reinforcement rebars developed the passing ability of the fresh concrete and
reduced congestion risk. Even though consistence, flowing and
spreading ability, viscosity of the fresh concrete mix is so good,
when the longer fibre than reinforcement re-bar span was
used, congestion and segregation occurred. If it is thought to
use fibre reinforcement together with re-bars in the concrete
design, it is necessary to choose fibre length according to
minimum re-bar span.

The best performance results was obtained series 19 including
25%S2 and 75%S4 hybrid mixture design. Optimisation results
were also verified the experimental results.
Adding waste fly ash powder to designed concrete provided
sustainable benefits.
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